The perfect Mug to show them just
how much you love them
Ceramic mug complete with a loving message. This
mug is romantic but not too romantic for those who
are more understated.
Despite the fact our customers love our pastel
colours and glittery products, we've decided it's time
to offer a new style of product to fans who prefer a
more subtle show of love.

Minimum order quantity: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 400 g
Dimensions: 8 x 15 x 10 cm
Pack dimensions: 18.5 x 15 x 10 cm
Materials: Ceramic
Care instructions: Microwave and dishwasher safe

A surprise for couples who share much more than
just breakfast
Two ceramic avocado cups with a design and loving
message that fit perfectly together.
Following our rise to fame with our toast and jam
pot designs this year we have opted for a pair of
matching 3D avocados that make a great duo.

Minimum order quantity: 2
Barcode:

Weight: 700 g
Dimensions: 5 x 7.5 x 8 cm
Pack dimensions: 22 x 14.5 x 16.1 cm
Materials: Ceramics
Care instructions: Microwave and dishwasher safe

A gift to keep the love flame burning
A set of three small candles complete with a glass
bowl, 100% vegetable wax and messages that will
turn any day into a romance.
In our previous home collection we featured a set
with the same characteristics, and it was a hit.
Therefore, we are convinced that this too will be a
big success.

Minimum order quantity: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 625 g
Dimensions: 5 x 6.7 cm
Pack dimensions: 19.4 x 7.5 x 8 cm
Materials: Glass and wax
Care instructions: Do not leave the candle lit. Keep
out of the reach of pets and children and leave a gap
of 10 cm between them. Do not ignite near
flammable items.

A special place to save all your best photos
Photo album with a love theme, including 64 pages and 8
sheets of stickers so that you can personalise it and make it
even more special.
A best seller year after year that has been updated and
made even more beautiful .

Minimum order quantity: 2
Barcode:

Weight: 520 g
Dimensions: 23 x 15 x 3.5 cm
Pack dimensions: 23 x 15 x 3.5 cm
Materials: Hard cardboard cover and paper.

Two-in-one keepsake to create long lasting memory

A box containing a photo album with space for six 10 x 10
cm photos. This square format matches the shape of the
photos on Instagram; the most-used social network today.
This album is a fantastic opportunity to print the pictures
you often forget about and keep them safe.
A novelty that combines two of our most popular products:
our memory box and the love photo album. We believe
that it is an ideal gift because it is easily customisable.

Minimum order quantity: 4
Barcode:

Weight: 94 g
Pack dimensions: 13 x 13 x 2.5 cm
Materials: 350 g lined and laminated paper.

Saving money as a pair is much easier and with this
money box it’s even more beautiful too!

Metal money box with padlock featuring a romantic
message that’s perfect for any couple or plan, whether it’s
a trip, a new car, or even if you fancy refurbishing the
kitchen.
Our couples’ money boxes are always a hit and this one,
with a padlock closure, will be even more so!

Minimum units per order: 4
Barcode:

Weight: 140 g
Dimensions: 10.5 x 14.8 x 10.5 cm
Materials: Aluminium

The best way to always keep your loved one in mind
3D rubber key ring to remind you of your favourite
person and how much you like to squeeze them.
We have taken on a classic concept and added our Mr.
Wonderful magic touch. An orange but not as you know
it!

Minimum order quantity: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 48 g
Dimensions: 7 x 6 x 1 cm
Pack dimensions: 13 x 15 x 1.5 cm
Materials: Rubber and metal
Care instructions: The rubber can be cleaned with a
damp cloth. Do not wet the metal part and do not
expose to sunlight over a long period of time to avoid the
colours fading.

A fantastic greetings card that special someone
who’s simply the best
Following the resounding success of our Greetings Card
Collection, we have decided to include them in our most
iconic product releases, such as the one for Valentine’s
Day.
A spectacular design, with unique finishing touches and a
touching message. This greetings card has got everything
it needs to triumph on the market.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 31 g
Product measurements: 12 x 18 cm
Materials: 300 g/m2 coated paper
Additional information: includes envelope. The product
comes in a transparent pack.

Every wedding needs a photo album that's in the same
league as the special day
A 64-page album with a sheet of stickers to keep the best
moments from your special day in.
A super sales success that we can't not have in our
Wedding Collection. This time with a new design to keep
stealing hearts at a first glance.

Minimum units for the order: 4
Barcode:

Weight: 1.105 g
Measurements: 33 x 31 x 2.8 cm
Materials: 150 g matt coated paper covers and 250 g
coral offset paper interior
Additional information: Includes a sheet of stickers.

Saving as a two is a thousand times easier to do
Piggy bank so that sooner or later your amazing plans for
two come true.
Mr. Wonderful money boxes are always a great success,
and if it's a money box for couples, well, even more so.

Minimum units for the order: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 580 g
Measurements: 14 x 14 x 11 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 19 x 15 x 15 cm
Materials: ceramic and rubber

An indisputable success, just like the venue
Two keyrings in the shape of avocados that are dressed
to the nines in white and which are ready to head to the
altar and have a million adventures together.
Our sets of two keyrings are always a success, and if they
are wedding themed... well, even more so.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 110 g
Product measurements: 7 x 6 x 1 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 13 x 15 x 1.5 cm
Materials: rubber
Care and instructions: Do not expose to sunlight over
long periods of time to avoid colours fading. Keep away
from heat sources.

A shining example of a great gift

Vegetable wax candle in a glass container with a wooden
lid and featuring Spicy Love aroma.
It’s been proven: this is the type of candle our customers
love the most and that’s why we’re placing our bets on it
again with a romantic message and aroma that everyone
will just love.

Minimum units for the order: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 530 g
Measurements: 10.5 x 13 x 7.5 cm
Materials: vegetable wax candle in a glass container with
a wooden lid
Care and instructions: do not leave the candle lit and
unattended. Keep away from children and pets. Light for
a maximum of two hours. Keep away from flammable
objects.

•
•
•

Incredible Greetings Cards for Top Couples

Following the huge success of our Greetings Cards
Collection, we’ve decided to include them in our most
iconic product releases, such as the one for St.
Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, etc... and as it couldn’t be
any other way, in our Wedding Collection too!
Featuring a spectacular design, unique finishing touches
and a message that will go straight to the heart. This
greetings card has got it all!

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:
Let’s raise a toast to the couple
we love the most

Cheers to plenty of happy years

Let’s laugh and smile!

Weight: 21 g
Measurements: 12 x 18 cm
Materials: 300 g/m2 coated paper
Additional information: includes postcard. This product
is presented in a transparent cover.

Baby photo album
One of our most famous baby products is back
Spiral-bound baby photo album with stand, to keep a photo of
all your baby's "firsts", and what's more, you'll be able to do
this each and every month to see how much your little one has
grown in their first year.
We're bringing back one of our most emblematic products for
babies and have given it a new lease of life to make it look cuter
and more modern. This product will be loved by mums and
dads all over the place and will help them watch their baby
grow.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 210 g
Product measurements: 18 x 21 x 1.3 cm
Materials: paper

Photo frame
A year full of incredible moments with your baby to frame
Photo frame with 12 spaces to place one photo of your baby
per month so you can always look back on how much they've
grown.
An innovative product that focuses on the importance and
sentimental value watching your baby grow has. Featuring Mr.
Wonderful colours and characters, this photo frame will
decorate and add a dose of happiness and smiles to any
household.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 300 gr
Product measurements: 28 x 34 x 3.5 cm
Materials: PS and acrylic

May your coffees fill you with as much energy as your
mum has at 7 am
A mug that features a design and message that will
sweeten up your breakfasts, mid-afternoon coffees and
even your chilled hot chocolates on the sofa.
One of our star products that we couldn’t leave out of one
of our most important collections. Ideal for mums of all
ages and types.

Minimum units for the order: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 384 g
Product measurements: 8 x 12 x 5 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 17.8 x 17.8 x 10.2 cm
Materials: ceramic
Capacity: 365 ml
Care and instructions: microwave and dishwasher safe.

To give that little dash of extra happiness to the best
Grandma ever whenever she takes a break
Your grandma can take sips full of love and compliments
thanks to this mug with a super sweet message and design.
A Mr. Wonderful classic that's been made especially for
incredible grandmas.
Our customers love our mugs because they know they're
always going to be loved, so, not only do we have one for
mums, but we've also decided to launch one exclusively for
grandmas.

Minimum units for the order: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 384 gr
Product measurements: 8 x 12 x 5 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 17,8 x 17,8 x 10,2 cm
Materials: ceramic
Care and instructions: Microwave and dishwasher safe.

There's nothing better than being by your mum's side
For people who have been searching high and low for a
different and original present and would rather give
experiences and make unique memories than material
things. This booklet featuring 20 vouchers is perfect for
that and your mum will love it.
A Mr. Wonderful classic that's always been a huge sales
success, and which is now coming back in a redesigned
format for people to love it even more.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 93 g
Product measurements: 20.5 x 8.2 x 0.8 cm
Materials: 250 g offset paper interior and 350 g cover.
Care and instructions: Each voucher has 3 scratch-off
layers. Recommendable to scratch them off with a coin or
similar.

A great little accessory that will go with her wherever she
goes
Now, whenever your mum leaves the house, she’ll be sure
to take her mobile, purse, keys, and as much love as
possible from her favourite people. Here we have a keyring
that’s almost as beautiful as they are and she won’t stop
showing off.
We've made this keyring out of metal as that's the material
our customers love for this type of product. Resistant and
with a cute heart-shaped design and that will be sure to
win over anyone who sees it.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 96 g
Product measurements: 5 x 5 x 0.2 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 16.2 x 8 x 1.9 cm
Materials: Metal
Care and instructions: do not get wet.

For grandmas who are experts at showing off their
grandchildren
This is the perfect gift for grandmas who won't leave the
house without a photo of their grandchildren to show off
how wonderful they are.

Apart from its usual function, this keyring has space for our
grandmas to put a photo of their grandchildren. We made it
before and it was a great success, so we've decided to
relaunch it with a new message and design (in a smaller size
compared to the last collection, just as our fans suggested).

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 95 g
Product measurements: 4.5 x 12.5 x 1.5 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 8.5 x 16.5 x 2 cm
Materials: PU with a plastic case
Additional information: Suitable for passport-sized photos.
Care and instructions: Do not wash (stains can be removed
by rubbing gently with a damp cloth). Do not expose to
sunlight over long periods of time to avoid colours fading.
Do not iron. Do not tumble dry. Do not use bleach on this
product.

Take whatever you like it in, but most of all lots of selfpraise
Wristlet to carry around as a clutch, as a travel essentials
bag, as a case inside your handbag, for make-up, etc. This
is an ideal product so that our customers can give super
stylish and Wonderful options as gifts too!
This is the most fashionable product of the collection and
one that we launched before with a very good result, since
it is both a cute and super practical gift.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 100 g
Product measurements: 23x18,5x4 cm
Materials: PU
Care and instructions: Do not wash (stains can be
removed by rubbing gently with a damp cloth). Do not
expose to sunlight over long periods of time to avoid
colours fading. Do not iron. Do dry clean. Do not tumble
dry. Do not use bleach on this product.

A candle that smells amazing and that gives off all the
love your mum deserves
Whether your mum is relaxing while reading a book, bingewatching her favourite series or enjoying a nice, long
bubble bath… your mum will enjoy herself even more with
this candle’s aroma.
A product that’s perfect for giving as a little gift and one
that means total relaxation and which of course, is a
success collection after collection. Comes in a tropical
aroma with floral and fruity notes.

Minimum units for the order: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 491g
Product measurements: 6 x 9.5 x 8 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 10 x 13 x10 cm
Materials: 100% vegetable wax. Glass jar with wooden lid.
Care and instructions: Do not leave the candle lit and
unsupervised. Keep away from children and pets. Keep
away from flammable items. Keep lit for a maximum of 2
hours. Keep a distance of at least 10 cm between each
candle.

For mums who prefer a siesta over any fiesta!
A super fun (and super true) message that will resonate
with any mum. This is a cute and practical product that will
add a touch of humour to even the most hectic of days.
Thanks to its fun message, this product has not only been
designed to give as a gift, but for mums who see
themselves in it and just want to buy it for themselves.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 420 g
Product measurements: 6.5 x 22 x 6.5 cm
Materials: BPA-free borosilicate glass bottle, with silicone
sleeve.
Capacity: 550 ml
Care and instructions: suitable for contact with food. Both
the bottle and silicone sleeve are dishwasher safe. Wash
the lid by hand.

A fantastic greetings card for a mum who deserves it all
Following the resounding success of our Greetings Card
Collection, we have decided to include them in our most
iconic product releases, first for Father’s Day and now,
since it couldn’t be any other way, for Mother’s Day.
A spectacular design, with unique finishing touches and a
touching message. This greetings card has got everything
it needs to triumph on the market.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 31 g
Product measurements: 12 x 18 cm
Materials: 300 g/m2 coated paper
Additional information: includes envelope. The product
comes in a transparent pack.

Our dads do everything for us so they deserve fantastic gifts on Father's Day and any
other day of the year. Like the items in this collection: from total classics to unexpected
novelties; products made of high-quality materials with touching messages and, of
course, options for your dad's dads too... those super grandads.
Shall we take a look?

Two ceramic mugs with Wonderful messages. Ideal for
surprising dads and grandads of all ages and
personalities.
This mug comes in the same format that our customers
liked in previous collections and which all of our followers
loved.

Minimum units for the order: 6
Barcode:

Special and adored, dad,
you deserve an award

Grandad, you are simply one of a kind

Weight: 360 g
Product measurements: 11 x 9 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 8 x 17 x 10.5 cm
Materials: ceramic
Capacity: 365 ml
Care and instructions: microwave and dishwasher safe.

–

–

Wine glass with an ideal message for when you need
to relax

Wine glass made in France and perfect for giving to
dads of any age.

Our glasses have already become a true Mr. Wonderful
classic, we just love them.

Minimum units for the order: 4
Barcode:

Weight: 250 g
Product measurements: 22 x 7.5 x 7.5 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 8.7 x 22 x 8.8 cm
Materials: Glass
Capacity: 470 ml
Care and instructions: dishwasher safe.

Book to fill in and personalise that's a huge success
every year.
This is a product that we've redesigned to update and
improve its content so that we can offer a unique gift
that's personalised with celebratory messages,
phrases, and much more.
This book has been a sales success since last year and
that's why we've decided to redesign it to make it
even more simple and enjoyable to fill in and finish.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 190 g
Measurements: 12.5 x 17.5 x 1.3 cm
Materials: 150 g matt coated paper covers / 135 g
offset paper interior.
Additional information: contains 72 pages.

Keyring featuring a message and an interior photo
holder.
A soft-touch keyring with an interior photo holder, for
grandads who always have a picture of their favourite
grandchildren nearby.
Featuring high-quality finishing touches. This keyring
has that extra sentimental touch which will make it a
complete success.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 95 g
Measurements: 4.5 x 12.5 x 1 cm
Materials: PU
Photo size: passport size
Care and instructions: do not wash (stains can be
removed by rubbing gently with a damp cloth). Do
not expose to sunlight over long periods of time to
avoid colours fading. Keep away from heat sources.

A metal keyring with a cool message
A keyring is perfect to top off any present or simply as
a thoughtful little gift.
We've decided to use metal again for this type of
keyring as it's the material that's most popular among
our customers.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 96 g
Measurements: 5 x 8 x 1.9 cm
Materials: metal
Care and instructions: do not get wet. Contains sharp
parts.

A fantastic greetings card for a Dad who’s simply on
top of his game
Following the resounding success of our Greetings
Card Collection, we have decided to include them in
our most iconic product releases, such as the one for
Father’s Day.
A spectacular design, with unique finishing touches
and a touching message. This greetings card has got
everything it needs to triumph on the market.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 31 g
Product measurements: 12 x 18 cm
Materials: 300 g/m2 coated paper
Additional information: includes envelope. The
product comes in a transparent pack

Our mugs are a guaranteed hit when it comes time to giftgiving and even more so with a simple, beautiful
message.

Mr. Wonderful mugs are known for their originality and,
in this case, we wanted to make them 3D to make them
even more special.

Minimum units for the order: 4
Barcode:

Weight: 495g
Product dimensions: 8 x 12 x 6cm
Pack dimensions: 19.8 x 7.5 x 10.5 cm

Materials: Ceramic
Capacity: 300ml
Care instructions: Dishwasher- and microwave-safe

Our customers simply love our stationary products and
this cute pen in the shape of our Wonder-style “like” will
be no exception.

Mr. Wonderful pens are always successful and even more
so if they feature character shapes. And in this case, the
‘like’ character will have everyone falling head over heels
in love with it!

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 29 g
Product measurements: 13,5 x 1 cm
Materials: plastic and metal

A smooth silicone purse that’s super modern and which
has an impossible-to-resist design thanks to its cute ‘likestyle’ Mr. Wonderful heart.

This is not the first time we’ve launched a purse in this
format but whenever we have done so, it’s been a huge
success. And now, with this design, we’re sure success
will be in the bag.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 100g
Product measurements: 17 X 11 X 2 cm
Materials: silicone
Additional information: includes keyring.
Care and instructions: Do not expose to sunlight over
long periods of time to avoid colours fading. Keep away
from sharp objects. Keep away from flammable objects.

A new model for our now very large family of reuseable
Mr. Wonderful products, featuring a motivational
message and a design that will make you fall in love at
first sight.
Made with the materials and in the format our customers
most like: glass and with a practical silicone sleeve to
stop it slipping off surfaces.

Minimum units for the order: 6
Barcode:

Weight: 350 g
Product measurements: 6.5 x 24 x 6.5 cm
Measurements with the packaging: Missing info
Materials: borosilicate glass and silicone
Capacity: 500 ml
Care and instructions: BPA-free. Do not place the bottle
in the freezer. Handwash with lukewarm water or place
the bottle in the upper part of the dishwasher.

A keyring featuring the message that gives this collection
its name and shaped in the Mr. Wonderful ‘like’ icon
that’s becoming more and more well-known. A little
accessory that everyone will love.
This is a product that’s ideal for giving as a gift on its own
or for adding the final touch to a larger gift. Made in
rubber, which was well-loved in other collections, we’re
sure it’ll win everybody over again!

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 160 g
Product measurements: 4 x 5 x 1 cm
Measurements with the packaging: 8.5 x 21 x 1.5 cm
Materials: rubber and metal
Care and instructions: do not get the metal part wet. The
rubber can be cleaned by rubbing gently with a damp
cloth. Do not expose the product to sunlight during long
periods of time as it may cause colours to fade.

Two toiletry bags in one with a design that matches the
rest of the collection.
The toiletry bag format our customer like and request the
most, now with a new design that they’ll like even more!

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 240 g
Product measurements: 24.5 x 14.5 x 9.5 cm
Materials: PVC
Care and instructions: Do not expose to sunlight over
long periods of time to avoid colours fading. Keep away
from sharp objects. Keep away from flammable objects.

Dimensions: 55cmx51cmx31,5cm
Weight: 630 gr
Barcode:

